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Exhibition-Related Resources

The New Yorker | Michael Rakowitz's Art of Return

Nimrud resource from UCLA - detailed description of panels by room

Reasons Why Food is a Political Issue

Wall Reliefs: Apkallus of the North-West Palace at Nimrud

Virtual tour of Nimrud rooms 7&8 at British Museum

Historical References

Ancient History Encyclopedia | Assyria

JStor | Architectural Significance of Nimrud

LOOTING project by American Artist

Muslim Culture and Pre-Islamic Pasts

Repatriation of Oneida remains by Colgate

Video | TedEd - The Rise and Fall of Ancient Assyria (animated video)

Additional Artist Information

Brief Overview of Michael Rakowitz (for Nasher Prize)

Interview with Michael Rakowitz

Video | Past Exhibition: ‘The invisible enemy should not exist (Room F, section 1, Northwest Palace of Nimrud)’ at Jane Lombard Gallery

Video | Northwestern University, Michael Rakowitz brings destroyed Iraqi art back to life

Video | Art Basel Conversations, Basel 2018